
Since 2003, Télécoms Sans Frontières (TSF) has deployed 5 times to Haiti following natural disasters (in 2003, 2004, 2008 and most 
recently in the aftermath of the terrible earthquake of 12 January 2010), in order to provide critical telecom services to affected 
populations and vital ICT support to the humanitarian community. The 2010 mission lasted 46 days.

EigEight months after the earthquake that devastated Haiti, a TSF team conducted in September a mission of evaluation in Port-au-Prince and 
Cap Haitian. This mission highlighted that there was a crucial need in reinforcing the national disaster response system in emergency 
telecommunications. Thousands of people are still living in highly precarious conditions; staying in the numerous temporary camps settled at 
the heart of the capital. Many others moved toward the North area, which suffered the consequences of a massive exodus. The economy and 
infrastructures are all the more weakened since the country is very vulnerable to natural disasters.

Capacity building in emergency telecommunications
 
Within the framework of a two-year collaboration agreement, TSF deployed on 8 November 2010 to Port-au-Prince to start a program of 
reinforcement of the capacities in emergency telecommunications of the National Association of the Scouts of Haiti (NASH). NASH is a 
well-recognized and trustworthy organization that is active all over the country thanks to motivated and competent individuals. On eld from 8 
to 21 November, TSF prepared them for rapid deployment of telecom equipment to sudden-onset emergency areas and assistance to national 
authorities, NGOs, and United Nations in-country. With this program, the objective is to participate in the development of the national 
emergency system. 

TTSF provided ANSH with three emergency communications kits, made of satellite and computer equipment, which were pre-positioned in 3 
regions: Port-au-Prince, Cap Haitian and Les Cayes. They can now be deployed anytime, anywhere in Haiti. When telecommunications services 
are disrupted, on future humanitarian crisis, beneciaries will be able to open connections wherever needs are identied, in the very initial part 
of the response, which is the most critical part of the emergency.

1 Emergency communication kit:

1 Pelican case

1 Bgan Explorer 500

1 Isatphone Pro 

1 Laptop

1 Multifunction printer

11 Wireless router

 1 3G USB Key

1 GPS 

The National Asscociation of the Scouts of Haiti (NASH) conducts youth and 
educational programs. It counts more than 45,000 members in all the regions of the 
country and has wide popular support. During the last natural disasters occurred in 
Haiti, NASH showed its capacity to react and intervene rapidly and efficiently, 
notably after the earthquake of Janauary 12th, 2010.

In November, the staff of the National Association of the Scouts of Haiti was 
trained in Port-au-Prince to the use and deployment of the kits’ 
equipments. Twelve representatives from the three regions attended the 
sessions. Theoretical courses, hands-on sessions and a simulation exercise 
enabled them to acquire the skills and know-how to apply autonomously in the 
eld. Thanks to this program, they are now able to establish quick and reliable 
internet and phone connections in emergency situations, so that they can 
communiccommunicate with each other and the outside world without reliance on 
commercial networks.
NASH will manage the deployment of the kits provided and those priority 
connections will benet other emergency responders and national disaster 
response agencies, such as the Haitian Civil Protection.

The impact of disasters can be greatly reduced by preparing and being involved 
in efficient emergency response mechanisms at regional and national levels. 
Through this program of disaster relief and preparedness, TSF reinforces the 
capacities in emergency telecommunications of other relief organizations in 
Haiti to ensure they can respond appropriately to an emergency and are as self 
sufficient as possible.

 
 In collaboration with the National Association of the Scouts of Haiti
TSF aims to develop and strengthen the national emergency response system 
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